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6.1
•

Introduction

Q.931: a new ISDN network-layer protocol
–
–

•

ISDN specification for call control are in recommendations:
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

provides out-of-band call control for B and H channel traffic
makes use of the D channel; both for circuit- & packet-mode communication
Q.930: ISDN user-network interface layer 3–General aspects
Q.931: Specification for basic call control
Q.932: Generic procedures for control of ISDN supplementary services
Q.933: Specification for frame-mode basic call control
Q.939: Typical DSS service indicator codings for ISDN telecom services
Q.950: Supplementary service protocols–Structure and general principles

Digital Subscriber Signaling System Number 1 (DSS 1)
–

collection of capabilities for providing call control signaling Over D channel

Physical Layer
I.430: basic access
I.431: primary access
(supporting B and D channels traffic)

Data Link Layer
LAPD
(supporting D channel traffic)

Modeling of basic and supplementary services
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6.2
•
•

Basic Call Control

Q.931 specifies procedures for establishing connections on B and H
channels that share the same interface to ISDN as the D channel.
Basic functions at the network layer:
–
–
–
–
–

•

interaction with the data link layer to transmit and receive messages
generation and interpretation of layer 3 messages
administration of timers and logical entities used in call control procedures
administration of access resources, including B and packet-layer logical chan’s
verification that services provided are consistent with user requirements

Additional functions at the network layer:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

routing and relaying: for end system connected to different subnetworks
network connection control: mechanisms using data link connections
conveying user-to-network and network-to-user information
network connection mux: for call control inf. of multiple calls on one LAPD
segmenting and reassembly
error detection: for procedural errors in layer 3 protocol
error recovery: error recovery mechanisms from detected errors
sequencing: mechanisms for sequenced delivery of layer 3 information
congestion control and user data flow control
restart: returning channels and interfaces to an idle condition

Call control protocol architecture
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Terminal Types
• Two basic types of user terminals
–

Functional Terminals–intelligent devices employing full range of Q.931
messages and parameters for call control

•

– Stimulus Terminals–devices with a rudimentary signaling capability
A digital telephone is a stimulus terminal.
–
–

transmits signaling information one event at a time
network sends instruction regarding operation to be done by term.

Messages
• Common fields in Q.931 format
–

Protocol discriminator: to distinguish messages for user-network call
control from other message types (binary 00001000)

–
–

Call reference: to identify B or H channel call to which the message refers
Message type: to identify which Q.931 or Q.932 message is being sent
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•

Three subfields in the call reference field:
–
–
–

length: specifies length of the field (1 byte for basic rate, 2 bytes for
primary rate interface)
call reference value: the number assigned to the call specifies the
connection
flag: indicates which end of LAPD logical connection initiated call
•
•
•

•

0: the message is from the side that originated this call reference
1: the message is to the side that originated this call reference
prevents conflict if both NT and TE select the same call reference value

Types of Messages
–

–
–

–

–

Circuit-mode connection control:refers to functions to set up,
maintain, and clear a circuit-switched connection on a B channel.
This function corresponds to call control in existing circuitswitching telecom networks
Packet-mode access connection control: refers to functions to set
up a circuit-switched connection to an ISDN packet-switching mode
User-to-user signaling not associated with circuit-switched calls:
allows two users to communicate without setting up a circuitswitched connection. A temporary signaling connection is
established and cleared in a manner similar to the control of circuitswitched connection. Signaling takes place over the D channel and
thus does not consume B channel resources
Messages used with the global call reference: refers to functions
that enable the user or network to return one or more channels to an
idle condition
functions performed by messages:
•

Call establishment; services are:
–
–
–

•
•
•

set up a B channel call in response to user request
provide particular network facilities for this call
inform calling user of the progress of the call establishment process

Call information
Call clearing
Miscellaneous (e.g., to negotiate network features, supplementary serv.)
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Q.931 messages for circuit-mode connection control
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Definition of information elements for Q.931 messages
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Circuit-Mode Example
•

SETUP message includes dest. no, channel id, any requested net. services

•

SETUP message triggers two activities at the local exchange
–
–

local exchange to send a message for designating a route and
allocating resources for that call
exchange sends back a CALL PROC message showing that call
setup is underway

Note 1: The sequence for overlap sending is not represented in this diagram.
Note 2: A terminal should not release the D channel connection and power until after this point.
Note 3: A proposal for further study (it may be a national matter).
Note 4: Proposed switch-through points and the sequence in which they occur.
Note 5: Proposed network release points and the sequences.
Note 6: The interactions between the human and the terminal are shown for illustration only.
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Packet-Mode Connection Control
• Three alternatives for packet-mode communications
–
–
–

circuit-switched access to a PSPDN over a B channel
packet-switched access to an ISDN virtual circuit service over B ch.
Packet-switched access to an ISDN virtual circuit service over D ch.
•

•
•

In this case, no Q.931 procedures are required. The user has access to the
D channel VC service by sending X.25 packets inside LAPD frames

In each case, the user uses X.25 call control procedure to set up
VCs to other end users that are connected to the same PSN.
Differences with circuit-mode connection control
–
–
–

SETUP ACK message is not used; no additional information is required.
no call information phase messages are supported (i.e., no suspend/resume).
INFORMATION and NOTIFY messages are not supported.

Q.931 messages for packet-mode access connection control
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Q.931 messages for user-to-user signaling not associated with circuit-switched calls

Q.931 messages used with the global call reference
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6.3
•
•

Supplementary Services Control

Recommed. Q.932: procedure for control of supplementary services
Major methods for the control identified by Q.932
– keypad protocol; for stimulus terminals
– feature key management protocol; for stimulus terminals
– functional protocol; for more sophisticated services

Keypad Protocol
• Supports supl. Service invocation in user-to-network direction
–
–

Keypad facility information element in SETUP and INFORMATION Q.931
messages in the user-network direction
Display information element in any Q.931 message in network-user direction

•

Typically user enters a service request at a keypad which is
translated into a keypad facility information element.
• Network uses the display information element to give an
indication to the local user (displayed or heard at user terminal).
Feature Key Management Protocol
• Assumed that the user terminal has function keys or a similar
facility that allows him to select and services.
• The protocol makes use of these information elements:
–
–

•
•

Feature activation information element in SETUP and INFORMATION Q.931
messages in the user-network direction
Feature indication information element in any Q.931 message in net-user direct.

For each terminal there is a user’s service profile. The network maps a
numeric identifier came from the terminal into corresponding service.
Network response to this request includes the status of the service, which
may be one of these:
» deactivated
» activated
» prompt
» pending
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Functional Protocol
•
•

•

Based on a number of specific messages designed for this protocol
Control of supplementary services includes:
– invocation of supplementary services during establishment of a call
– invocation of supplementary services during clearing of a call
– invocation of call-related services during active state of a call
– activation, deactivation, interrogation, or registration of services
independent from an active call
– invocation of multiple, different services within a single message
– invocation of services related to different calls
– cancellation of invoked services and notification to the initiator of
the supplementary service
Two categories of procedures in functional protocol
•
•

separate message approach
common information element procedure
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